Many Paths ….

Dear Associates and Sisters,
In the few months that have elapsed since our last newsletter, COVID restrictions have lifted considerably in Australia. This fortunate development has meant that groups are
now able to meet again in person, and most if not all have
already held a meeting this year.
When Anne, Chris, Marg and I have been in touch with
groups, we’ve been struck by the sheer joy you have experienced at being able to physically be in the same place when
you meet. We know that many Mercy Associates have
limited computer skills, so keeping in touch by email,
Skype, Zoom, etc., has not been an option for them. Their
experience of isolation may have been quite oppressive at
times, so it is not surprising to sense the joy they have experienced when they can go to a meeting again.
We have also chatted
with Associates around
Australia about how
they maintained contact during the times of
heavier restrictions that
stopped groups from
meeting. By far, the
most important was
contact by phone.
Some groups set up a
‘phone tree’, a kind of
roster that ensures everyone receives a phone call from
another Mercy Associate on a regular basis. The impact
was very positive—especially for those who were fearful of
venturing out of their home because of the risk of exposure
to the virus.
This may seem such an obvious thing to do, yet we live in
an age where often, emails, text messages, Facebook and
other digital social media have become the main means of
communication. However for those who don’t use these
media, isolation and exclusion can be the result. Years ago,

when access to emails, the internet, etc., was rapidly escalating, social commentator Dale Spender made the observation that the ‘new poor’ in our society would be those
who did not have access to digital social media. She is
probably correct, and their poverty is in the form of social
isolation…
Some groups have discussed and reviewed how they maintained their connectedness during the COVID restrictions.
Most are considering continuing their phone tree contacts,
realising how important this practice has been to those
who most need to hear from their fellow Mercy Associates.
What will your group do? Do you have a regular practice
of phoning everyone in the group, especially those who
may be unwell or have limited mobility, and who can’t
easily attend meetings?
It isn’t difficult to set up a phone tree or some form of contact roster, and it could make a huge difference to those at
risk of loneliness and isolation.
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The Ballarat group has re-commenced its dinner gatherings,
and as these photos show, this has been to the delight of our
members...
On Saturday, 20 March, 2021 at 11am in the Mercy Chapel, a Covid safe, Commitment ceremony was conducted.
We are delighted to have Kathy Curran, Korina Hegert and
Sandra Harvey join our group and look forward to getting
to know them.

The support provided by Sisters of Mercy to their local Mercy
Associates groups is always valued and appreciated. In Ballarat,
Sr Anne McMillan has been supporting the group in recent years,
a role that will now be undertaken by Sr Geraldine Mugarvin.

As Sr Anne McMillan’s time in the role as contact between the
Institute and the Associates concludes we wish to thank her for
the support, guidance and friendship she has shared with us over
the passed four years. It has been a pleasure to work with her.

We welcome Sr Geraldine Mugavin as our new contact and
look forward to working with her.
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Gladstone Mercy Associates commenced the year on a
‘Sad’ note by holding a Thanksgiving Mass for one of our
Associates, Betty Smith. [Due to Covid restrictions, most
Associates could not attend her Funeral service in Dec
2020.] We shared our celebration of her life with her family.
Here are a few brief memories:

But our great ‘Joy’ to begin our 2021, was a visit by Margaret Trevethan, Queensland Network Facilitator. Marg
was introduced and was asked to tell us a little about herself. She in turn asked us all individually, why we became
Mercy Associates and what it meant for us to be involved.
Some people shared that their trip to Dublin to walk in the
places that Catherine McAuley walked, was a significant
Betty as you will all agree, was a
time in their lives, especially knowing the hardships that she
gentle, loving soul who had,
(Catherine) had to overcome to achieve her vision. Somealongside her beloved husband
one else shared that they continued the tradition that their
Paul, a dedication to family like mother had started. They could see what effect it had had
no other. Betty and Paul were
on her life. They so wanted that for themselves too. Quite a
always at the Brothers Rugby
few people shared that the presence of the Mercy Sisters in
League Club – always cheering on Gladstone and their eventual departure, had made the decithe team with gusto. If Paul was sion easy when approached by various Sisters who are now
there on his own, it was only be- living in Rockhampton.

cause Betty was cheering on the
Hockey team that her daughters /
granddaughters were playing in.
One thing that always hit a chord
with me, was the way her grandsons would come off the field,
get changed and come up to the grandstand, shake their
grandfathers hand and plant a beautiful kiss on the cheek of
Betty – this happened every game.
During her children’s student life at Chanel College, and because they lived behind the school, each afternoon the teenagers would bring friends home for afternoon tea on their spacious verandah. Catherine’s call of hospitality shone through
Betty’s spirit and life. A woman so loved and who loved so
Marg has offered to return in July to facilitate a Retreat
many, will surely be resting in the loving arms of our God.

morning for us. This will be greatly appreciated by all. For
At our first gathering in February, we endorsed our team of
Marg, she enjoyed putting ‘faces’ to ‘names’. We concluded
10 to assist the coordination of our Associates. We will, this
with Catherine’s Suscipe.
year, be holding our gatherings, along with the Mercy Day
Annette Platt
Mass.
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LENT—A time for Mercy

A Lenten Journey carries the promise of transformation “through the wilderness to truth, through confusion to
clarity, through thirst to living water, through blindness to new sight, through death to life”. In today’s world
of confusion and rapid change, Christian communities, like our Mercy Associate family, are invited to ‘take
time’ to acknowledge brokenness and pain, for lament, for seeking mercy, healing, restoration and new life.
Catherine said, “If we open ourselves as much as we can to the friendship of Jesus and the warmth of human love,

we will grow in personal maturity, in the serenity and grace of our woman/manhood. This growth is ultimately,
God’s transforming work within us.” This Lenten season may be just the time to immerse ourselves ever more
deeply in our friendship with Jesus and each other.
By acknowledging both the awesomeness and brokenness in
our world we are expressing our hope for transformation and
deep gratitude for God’s abundant mercy. We declare to
each other our willingness to change and turn again towards
God’s abundant love and the Gospel values that Jesus taught.
We remember that we are constantly in need of loving kindness and forgiveness and declare our desire for deeper awareness in coming to know our thirsts, for getting in touch with
our blind spots, and realising which parts of us are not really
‘alive’.
We also welcome again the God who is gracious and merciful, slow to anger, not judgemental at all! A God who actually
‘relents’ from punishing (Joel 2:13) and holds us as gently as
an artisan potter might hold clay, working with the properties
of the clay to recreate a beautiful form. (Jeremiah 18:1-6). A
God who invites and desires for us fullness of life! Might we
be ‘ambassadors’ for this kind of God during Lent (2Cor 5:2021) sowing seeds of mercy, reaching out to restore the broken
within ourselves, our relationships and our world.
As we enter this period of ‘fasting’, could we fast from the things that muddy our focus on God’s abundant
love? Perhaps we could fast from making unkind judgements or comments – and ‘feast’ on saying and doing
what builds up and encourages instead. Doing this would truly reflect to everyone around us that our God
abounds in ‘steadfast love’ that heals the cracks in us with mercy, and invites us to carry forward goodness and
beauty.

Like Catherine we are invited to pray:
‘I am a fragile vessel containing your glory. Grant me conversion of heart that

I may change what is unloving in my life, strive to live the Gospel more faithfully and repair the harm I have caused others’

During Lent, we pray...
We ask for healing for our fears, those areas where we are afraid in our hearts and spirits and where we
haven’t the courage to enter fully the lives that God has so generously given us … Lord have mercy.
We ask for forgiveness for any areas of blindness that we have – especially blindness to the opportunities
we have to grow and be creative and be of service to others … Christ have mercy.
We ask forgiveness for any areas of resentment or bitterness, which put our lives out of joint and take the
peace and natural courage that we are supposed to have … Lord have mercy.
We ask for forgiveness for any wrong we have done to anyone, directly in word or deed or indirectly
through poor thinking any kind of negativity … Lord have mercy
We ask for God’s help so that when Easter morning comes all the frailty of our minds and spirits may be
healed and that we are receptive to the healing, courage and new life the resurrection brings … Lord have
mercy.
Lord, you have given us the gift of a new dawn, the dawn on which Jesus rose from the dead and broke,
finally and forever, the chains of darkness and blindness. We ask that streams of Easter light might flow
into the intimacy and privacy of our hearts this morning, to heal us and encourage us and enable each of
us to make again a new beginning.
We ask this through Christ our Lord. Amen.
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Townsville Mercy Associates met at the House of Prayer in late February for the first time in 2021. Associate Trudy
Clarke led the group in prayer challenging all at the beginning of Lent with a prayer by Sir Francis Drake. Disturb Us Lord:
A short excerpt: Disturb us Lord when we are too pleased with ourselves, when our dreams have come true because we dreamed too
little. When we arrived safely because we sailed too close to the shore.
The group were delighted to congratulate Trudy on her inaugural Mater Lifetime Contribution award, the Catherine
McAuley medal. Presented by the Mater Group Qld this award
recognized Trudy’s exemplary work in Pastoral Care and leadership as Director of Mission for 19 years at the Mater hospital
Townsville.
Congratulations were also passed on to Mercy Associates mentor sister Sr Cath Cuddihy rsm, a loyal and constant supporter
of the Townsville Associates group. Sr Cath recently withdrew
from her work at the Mater hospital having served there for 45
years in many capacities including nursing and lately, Pastoral
Care.
The group is looking forward to the Formation beginning at the
next meeting: exploring the new book A Lens on the Works of
Mercy about Clare Agnew and her legacy by Sr Annette Schneider rsm. The 16 illustrations beautifully show the Corporal and
Spiritual Works of Mercy with reflections for our time and
suggestions for Contemplation and Action.

Mercy Works has been working tirelessly in the Goroka/
Mt. Hagen region for just over fourteen years now.

The theme
developed
In that time, Maryanne has become the driving force behind by Maryanne for
various instruments of change such as the life and skills
training programs. In addition to training in practical skills the SME
like farming and sewing, Maryanne also identified the need program,
for training in Small to Medium Enterprise (SME). Her ex- ‘Leave No
One Beperience taught her that this was necessary to enhance the
hind’, was
prospects for the trainees to start up and successfully run
created with the aim of building a pathway through agricultheir own businesses to sell the goods they produce.
ture and other businesses to sustainability, reliability and
Reflecting on what she has gained from this training proownership into the future - essential to community developgram Maryanne says, ‘the training has given me the oppor- ment for the poor and disadvantaged people of Papua New
tunity to find a way forward’, with plans to now buy shares Guinea.
in LNB Savings and Loans Society. She goes onto say that
Mercy Works has started to move into Simbu Province, so
‘the team behind her is the reason for the strength and hope
Maryanne is working tirelessly to make connections with
she carries every day.’
local leaders and identify the needs of the community. Sim‘Helping them plan for the future on top of the strong foun- bu province is a rugged mountainous area located in the
dations built as a result of this training. I know that this
central highlands. Although the smallest province in the
training has given them the focus to improve their skills and country in land area, it is the most densely populated. A
plan for their futures,’ she says.
large part of the focus in Simbu will be the SME Training
The belief that teaching and training those in this communi- model that was very successful in Goroka and Mt. Hagen.
ty would help them lift themselves out of poverty and to‘Thinking Big, Starting Small’ is the statement that will underwards a better future is one of the many reasons that has
pin this program. Maryanne’s drive and determination to
driven Maryanne to succeed. Mercy Works may be leaving bring about meaningful change within the community prothe Goroka/Mt. Hagen area, but the Mercy Works’ legacy vides the foundations for the goals of the program through
will continue to transform lives well into the future.
job creation and up-skilling vulnerable women and men.

